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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .The most natural way to construct a principal ideal domain PID is to
take a polynomial ring in one variable over a field. With some variations
Ž .such as forming skew polynomial rings this has provided a wide variety of
 PIDs, both commutative and noncommutative 6, 7 . A further method, in
the commutative case at least, is to take an integral algebraic extension of
a PID such as the rational integers, but now the result is often just a
Dedekind ring. In the noncommutative case it is more natural to look for
Ž .firs free ideal rings , and the usual way to form them is to take filtered
 rings with a weak algorithm or coproducts of skew fields 7 . The latter will
again yield a PID in one special case: when there are just two factors, both
 2-dimensional over the ground field 3, 7 .
Firs, as well as semifirs, satisfy Sylvester’s law of nullity for the inner
Ž .rank see Section 2 , and it is often of interest to study the class of rings
characterized by this law, the Sylester domains. Such rings have many
good properties, but there are hardly any methods for their construction: a
particular case is that of a commutative polynomial ring in two variables
over a field, and there are constructions by generators and defining
Ž  .relations see Dicks and Sontag 11 , which, however, are not easy to
handle.
Our aim in this note is to study a class of coproducts and the conditions
under which they are Sylvester domains. One of the first results was
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 obtained by Dicks and Sontag, who showed in 11 that for any commuta-
² :tive PID R, the free ring R X is a Sylvester domain. On the other hand,
 for any PID R, if R t is a Sylvester domain, then R has a distributive
 factor lattice, by 5 , and so R must be an invariant PID, by Theorem 4.2.7
    ² :of 6 . Furthermore, as W. Dicks has shown in 10 , a free ring R X is a
ŽSylvester domain whenever R is a Bezout domain not necessarily commu-
. ² : Ž .tative and R X is projective-free see Section 2 ; more precisely he
² :shows that when R is an Ore domain, X, and R X is projective-free,
² :then R X is Sylvester if and only if R is Bezout. Our main object is to
 find conditions for a coproduct to be a Sylvester domain; from 11 we
Ž .know that the coproduct of any family of Sylvester domains over a skew
field is again a Sylvester domain, so we are here concerned with the
situation where the common subring is not a field.
The essential background is recalled in Section 2. After describing
localization in Section 3 and establishing a convenient form of the inertia
lemma in Section 4, we examine in Section 5 the case of coproducts of
commutative PIDs over a PID and in Section 6 look at the Ore case. Here
we have to restrict ourselves to 2-dimensional extensions of the ground
ring to obtain an Ore Sylvester domain. This result is illustrated by an
example reminiscent of the quaternion ring.
I am indebted to G. M. Bergman for his helpful comments on an earlier
version of this paper.
2. TERMINOLOGY AND BACKGROUND
Throughout, all rings are associative, with a unit element 1 which is
preserved by homomorphisms, inherited by subrings and acts unitally on
modules. Usually our rings are nontriial, i.e., 1 0. By an A-algebra,
where A is a commutative ring, we mean a ring R with a homomorphism
from A to the centre of R. The A-algebra is called faithful if the
homomorphism from A is injective. If E is any ring, then an E-ring is
defined as a ring R with a homomorphism E R. Fields are not
necessarily commutative; only sometimes will the prefix ‘‘skew’’ be added
for emphasis.
We recall that a ring R is called projectie-free if each finitely generated
Ž .projective right or equivalently, left R-module is free, of unique rank. By
Ž .a principal right ideal domain right PID we mean an integral domain in
which every right ideal is principal; if every left ideal as well as every right
ideal is principal, we speak of a principal ideal domain or PID for short. A
right fir is a ring in which each right ideal is free of unique rank; left firs are
defined similarly, and a fir is a left and right fir. If the condition is only
imposed on finitely generated right ideals we obtain a semifir, a notion
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Ž .that is left-right symmetric. Thus a right semi fir is a projective-free ring
Ž .that is right semi hereditary, and conversely, every projective-free right
Ž .or left semihereditary ring is a semifir.
A semifir can also be defined as a ring in which every relation  x y  0i i
Ž .can be triialized, in the sense that there is an invertible square matrix
Ž . Ž .A a with inverse B b such that for each i, either  x a ori j i j k k k i
 b y is zero; if the matrix A can be taken to be a product of elementaryj i j j
Ž .matrices i.e., matrices differing from I by a single off-diagonal entry ,
then the ring is called a strong E-semifir. For example, a coproduct of skew
 fields is a strong E-semifir; this follows by Lemma 3.4 of 2 , which leads to
a form of weak algorithm for the coproduct. In a PID R, the right ideals
containing a given nonzero right ideal cR form a modular lattice of finite
length. If this lattice is distributive, for all c 0 in R, then R is said to
have a distributie factor lattice.
Let R be any ring and denote by mRn the set of all m n matrices over
R. Given AmRn, consider the ways of expressing A as a product:
A PQ, where PmRr , QrRn . 1Ž .
Ž .The least value of r, as 1 ranges over all factorizations of A, is called the
Ž . Ž .inner rank of A, written r A , and with this value 1 is called a rank
factorization. It is clear that this reduces to the familiar notion of rank over
a field. An element c of R has rank 1 if and only if c 0, while 0 has rank
0. A matrix is said to be full if it is square, say n n, of inner rank n.
More generally, A is stably full if the diagonal sum A I, for a unit
matrix of any size, is full. A ring homomorphism is called honest if it keeps
full matrices full.
Semifirs satisfy the following nullity condition:
If A is m n , B is n r and AB 0, then r A  r B 	 n , 2Ž . Ž . Ž .
Žfrom which the usual form of Sylvester’s law of nullity is easily derived see
   .11 or 6 . Now a Sylester domain is defined as a nontrivial ring satisfying
Ž . Ž .2 . Such a ring is always an integral domain, by the case n 1 of 2 .
Let R be any ring. By an atom we mean a nonunit of R which cannot
be written as a product of two nonunits. Given a ring extension R
 S, a
matrix A over R is said to be inert in S if for any factorization A PQ
over S there exists a square invertible matrix U over S such that PU and
U1 Q have all their entries in R. If every matrix over R is inert in S, then
R is said to be finitely inert in S. Thus to prove that an inclusion map
R S is honest we shall often verify that R is finitely inert in S.
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3. LOCALIZATION
Let R be any ring and let f : R K be a homomorphism to a skew field
K. Clearly any nonfull matrix over R has a nonfull image, while a matrix
over K is invertible if and only if it is full, so a matrix over R can be
mapped to an invertible matrix over K only if it is full. If every full matrix
over R is mapped to an invertible matrix over K , f must be an honest
homomorphism, and in this case it is known that the field generated by
im f is a ‘‘universal field of fractions of R’’ in the sense that every other
 field of fractions is a specialization 6, Chap. 7, 7, Chap. 4 . Furthermore, it
Žcan be shown that a ring R has an honest homomorphism to a field which
.must then be a universal field of fractions if and only if it is a Sylvester
domain. We remark that a ring can have a universal field of fractions even
Ž  .if it is not a Sylvester domain e.g., see 8 , but this will not concern us
here.
Frequently we are interested in conditions under which the Sylvester
property is preserved under localization. We recall that a set  of matrices
over a ring is called factor-complete if for any r n matrix A and n r
Ž .matrix B, if AB , then r	 n and B or equivalently, A is completable
Ž .in R , i.e., B B is invertible over R for some n n r matrix B 
Ž .over R . A ring over which every matrix square or not with a one-sided
inverse can be completed to an invertible matrix is just an Hermite ring, as
 defined in 6, p. 15 . Such a ring is always weakly finite; i.e., for any two
square matrices of the same size, AB I implies that BA I. We now
have the following conditions for a localization to be a Sylvester domain.
THEOREM 1. Let R be a Sylester domain, let f : RH be a ring
homomorphism to an Hermite ring, and denote by  the set of all matrices
oer R inerted oer H. Then  is factor-complete and the localization R is a
Sylester domain.
Proof. We note first that  consists of stably full matrices. Let A 
and suppose that A I BC, where B is n r and C is r n. Then we
have a corresponding equation over H, where A I is invertible, and
since H is weakly finite, we must have r n. Hence A I is full, i.e., A is
stably full.
We next show that  is factor-complete. Thus let A BC, where
A ; we shall show that B is completable over R . Over H we have
A f B fC f, and A f is invertible, hence B f is completable, say
B fž /D
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 is invertible. By Cramer’s rule 6, p. 384 we have matrices U, V over R and
P over R such that
D 0 1UV .ž /P I
Hence we have
B 0 B 0 VŽ . 1 V . 3Ž .D 0 ž /Už /P I
Since the matrix on the left maps to an invertible matrix over H, both
matrices on the right are invertible over H, hence also over R . Let us
partition U as
U ;ž /U
then we have
B 0 VŽ . B 0
1V  . 4Ž .U D 0ž / 0 0 I0 I VŽ .
BThe matrices on the left are in R and are invertible there; hence isž / D
 invertible over R . Now it follows by Theorem 7.2 of 9 that R is a 
Sylvester domain.
4. THE INERTIA LEMMA REVISITED
Various forms of the inertia lemma have been proved, asserting that a
given ring is finitely inert in a certain extension. The following forms are of
Ž .particular interest to us here: i If R is a semifir, then for any central
 indeterminate t, the power series ring R t is finitely inert in the ring
ŽŽ ..   Ž .R t of formal Laurent series 7, Lemma 6.2.1 ; ii If S is a ring with a
central regular element t such that  t nS 0 and StS is a semifir, and
Ž . Ž .if, furthermore, the induced map GL S GL StS is surjective for alln n
 1   n, then S is finitely inert in S t 6, Lemma 4.6.3 . This result is used in
 6, 10 to show that the free algebra over a commutative PID is a Sylvester
domain. For any ring R that is an algebra over a commutative field k, a
property is called permanent if, whenever R has the property, then R Ek
has it too, for any commutative field extension Ek. Now we have
THEOREM 2. Let A be a commutatie principal ideal domain with field of
fractions F and let R be an A-algebra such that R F is a strong E-semifirA
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and for any atom p of A, RRp is a strong E-semifir. Then R is a Sylester
domain.
Proof. By hypothesis, R  R F is a strong E-semifir, and theF
conclusion will follow if we show that the natural map R R is honest,F
or, equivalently, that every matrix over R is inert over R , since this willF
 1 ensure that the nullity law holds in R. Now we have F A c , where
c runs over all nonzero elements of A, so it will be enough to verify the
 1 inertia for R A c . By writing c as a product of atoms and using
induction on the number of factors in a complete factorization of c, we
 1 need only show that every matrix over R is inert over R p  R
 1 A p , where p is an atom in A. By hypothesis RRp is a strong
Ž . Ž .E-semifir, so the natural map GL R GL RRp is surjective, and byn n
Ž .the lemma quoted under ii above it follows that every matrix over R is
1 inert in R p .
If R is a k-algebra that is a strong E-semifir and remains so under
ground-field extension, then R A satisfies the conditions of this theo-k
rem. So we obtain
COROLLARY 2. Let R be a k-algebra that is a permanent strong E-semifir
and let A be a commutatie principal ideal domain containing k. Then
R A is a Sylester domain.k
This result shows in particular that the free algebra over a commutative
² : Ž  PID, A X , is a Sylvester domain the case proved in 10 ; see also
 .6 likewise the group algebra of a free group over A.
5. COPRODUCTS OVER FIELDS OR
COMMUTATIVE RINGS
Ž .Let R be any commutative ring and let R be a family of faithfully flati
ŽR-algebras i.e., the natural action R R is an embedding and R R isi i
.flat ; then it is known that the coproduct P R is faithful andR i
Žseparating i.e., the R are embedded in P and any two intersect in R; cf.i
 .1 . Our first objective is to describe conditions under which this coprod-
uct is a Sylvester domain. We recall that an A-algebra R is an integral
extension of A if R is faithful as an A-algebra and each element of R
satisfies a monic equation over A.
Ž .THEOREM 3. Let A be a commutatie principal ideal domain and let Ri
be a family of A-algebras that are integral extensions of A. Then their
coproduct P R is faithful and separating and is a Sylester domain.A i
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Proof. To show that P is faithful and separating it is enough to verify
that R A is flat or, what comes to the same over a PID, torsion free. Leti
 R , with minimal equationi
 m   m1c  c  0, 5Ž .1 m
where c  A. Suppose that  is annihilated by b in R A, say  b a A,i i
where we may assume a and b to be coprime. Then we have am 
am1bc  bmc  0; hence any prime factor of b must divide am1 m
and so must also divide a, a contradiction. This shows that b is a unit and
so may be taken to be 1, which means that  a A. So R A is flat,i
and it only remains to show that P is Sylvester. Let F be the field of
fractions of A and let S be the F-algebra generated by R ; thus S will bei i i
an algebraic extension field of F, commutative if R was commutative.i
Clearly P is embedded in Q S , and the latter is a fir, by TheoremF i
 5.3.9 of 7 . As a fir it has a universal field of fractions, formed by inverting
all full matrices, and to show that P is Sylvester it is enough to verify the
conditions of Theorem 2. Thus we have to show that P  P F is aF A
strong E-semifir and PPp, for any atom p of A, is a strong E-semifir.
Ž .Now P  R  F , and R  F, as a finite extension of F, is itself aF A i i
field, so P as coproduct of fields is a strong E-semifir; similarly, PPpA
Ž . R R p is a coproduct of fields and so is a strong E-semifir. So theA i i
hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied and the conclusion follows.
 This result corrects an assertion in 4 , where it was asserted in Theorem
Ž .4.3 that the free product of firs over a semifir there called ‘‘local fir’’ K
over which the factors are augmented K-rings and free K-modules, is itself
a fir.
Given any family of Sylvester domains which are all K-rings, where K is
a skew field, their coproduct is again a Sylvester domain, by 11, Theorem
17 ; our next result shows that in this case the universal field of fractions
can be obtained from those of the factors:
Ž .THEOREM 4. Let R i 1, 2 be a Sylester domain with uniersal fieldi
Ž .of fractions U and with a common subfield possibly skew K , and puti
R R  R , with uniersal field of fractions U. Then U is also the uniersal1 K 2
field of fractions of U  U .1 K 2
Proof. Since R  R is a Sylvester domain, by the result quoted, it1 K 2
has a universal field of fractions U. The coproduct U  U is a fir and so1 K 2
has a universal field of fractions V, say, and we have to show that U V.
Consider the inclusion map R  R R . It is honest, for if we combine1 1 2
it with the natural map R R U U , it maps all full matrices over R1 2 1 2 1
to invertible matrices, so these matrices must be full over R R . It1 2
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follows that the natural map R R U inverts all full matrices over R1 2 1
and likewise all full matrices over R , so we have a map U U U. Now2 1 2
Ž .any full matrix over R R is inverted over U by definition of the latter1 2
and so is full over U U ; therefore it is inverted over V, and so we have a1 2
map U V which restricts to the identity on R R . But the map1 2
U U  V is an epimorphism; hence the map U V is an isomorphism,1 2
as claimed.
6. THE ORE CASE
In general one would not expect the coproduct of Ore domains over a
PID A to be an Ore domain, since this is not even true for its localization
 	 4at A  A  0 ; the only hope is the 2-dimensional case, and then we do
indeed obtain an Ore domain, as is shown below. Given rings R
 S, if R
Ž .is an integral domain not necessarily commutative and every element 
Ž .of S satisfies an equation 5 with coefficients c in R, then S is said to bei
left integral over R, of degree m, if S as right R-module can be generated
by m elements but no fewer. If S is a field, such a spanning set
	 4 	 1 1 4 Žu , u , . . . ,u can always be replaced by 1, u u , . . . , u u since u1 2 m 1 2 1 m 1
.is clearly nonzero , so it may then be taken to include 1.
THEOREM 5. Let A be a right Ore domain and let R , R be left integral1 2
extensions of degree 2 of A. Then their coproduct P R  R is a right Ore1 A 2
domain.
Ž .Proof. Let F be the skew field of fractions of A and let S be thei
F-ring generated by R ; then S as a finite-dimensional extension of a fieldi i
is itself a field, and so the coproduct Q S  S is a PID, by Theorem1 F 2
 5.10.2 of 7 , and hence is an Ore domain. Now each S is generated by ani
element u which is quadratic over A, say u2 u   	  0, for somei i i i i
 , 	  A. Writing   u  u , we can express every element of Q asi i 1 2
r Ž f  c , where c  S , and this expression for f is unique see 7,r r 1
.Theorem 5.10.2 ; the same is true for the elements of P, with c  R , butr 1
this will not be needed. Given f , g P, by regarding them as elements of
Q, we can find f , g Q such that fg  gf  0. Let f   rc , g r
 rd , and take a common right denominator e of all the c and d ; thenr r r
f e and g e are in P and fg e gf e, so that f and g have a common
right multiple in P, as we wished to show.
Suppose now that in the situation described in Theorem 5, A is a
commutative PID and the extensions are commutative. Then any element
of A is central in P; moreover, Q, being a coproduct of fields, is a strong
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  Ž .E-semifir. Hence we can apply Lemma 4.6.3 of 6 quoted in Section 4 to
deduce that P is a Sylvester domain. This proves
THEOREM 6. Let A be a commutatie principal ideal domain and let
R , R be commutatie extensions of degree 2 of A. Then their coproduct1 2
P R  R is a left and right Ore Sylester domain.1 A 2
 As a simple example take any field k, form the polynomial ring F k x ,
 12   12 and consider the coproduct R k x k x , taken over F. By Theo-
rem 6 this is a Sylvester domain which is left and right Ore, but it is not a
PID, which we see as follows. If we denote the square roots of x in the two
factors by u,  , respectively and put t u , then it is easily verified that
i  R consists of all polynomials t c , where c  F u . We have xt tx, andi i
Ž .clearly x and t have no common left or right factor; in a PID this would
mean that xf tg 1, where f t ic , and hence xc  1, which isi 0
clearly impossible.
For our final example we shall need a result on skew Laurent exten-
 sions. For any ring R we can form the polynomial ring R t in a central
indeterminate t in familiar fashion. If t is not central but satisfies the
commutation relation ct tc c
, we obtain the skew polynomial ring
  Ž    .R t;  , 
 see, e.g., 6, 0.10 or 7, 2.1 . But whereas we can form the
   completion of R t by power series, this is no longer possible for R t;  , 

Ž .unless 
 0 , because the powers of the right ideal generated by t do not
intersect in 0. Instead we introduce s t1 and rewrite the commutation
relation as sc cs sc
s; by induction this is of the form sc c1 s
c2 s2  . We shall be interested in conditions under which the principal
ideal property is preserved by such extensions:
LEMMA 7. Let R be a principal right ideal domain and let S be the ring of
all Laurent series c si with commutation rule sc c1 s c2 s2  .i
Then S is again a principal right ideal domain.
Proof. Given any right ideal  of S, the set of all leading coefficients of
elements of  is a right ideal of R and so is principal, equal to aR, say,
where a is the leading coefficient in f : f as	 bs	1  . Any
element of  has the form g ars cs1  , and g fs	 rs has a
leading term of degree at least 	 1. By induction we can subtract right
multiples of f to account for all terms of g and so find that  is a
principal right ideal, generated by f.
We conclude with another example where a Sylvester domain arises as a
coproduct. Let G be the ring of Gaussian integers a bi, where a, b Z
and i21. The coproduct PG G is a Sylvester domain by Theo-Z
rem 6, although this is not easy to verify directly. We denote a solution of
2  x  1 0 in the two factors G by i, j, respectively; write G Z i ,
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  1G Z j , and put t ij. Then ti it , jit, and it is easily checked
that every element of P can be written in just one way as a Laurent
polynomial Ýs t nc , where c G. It is not a PID since the right idealr n n
generated by 2 and 1 t is not principal. We obtain another Sylvester
domain from P by completion. Let us put s 1 t and form Q, the
completion of P by power series in s. Every element of Q has the form
 n Ž . Ž 2Ý s c c G , where the commutation rule now reads sii s s0 n n
. Ž 2 .  or, equivalently, is s s   i. This ring is not a PID
because the ideal generated by 2 and s is not principal, but it is a Sylvester
 1 domain, as localization of P. The ring Q s itself is a PID, for it is a
skew Laurent series ring in s over the PID G, so we can apply Lemma 7
and its left-right dual.
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